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TECHNICAL CODES: CAMERA WORK
In any moving image, meaning is constructed by carefully combining a series of camera 
shots. Filming is an expensive business and nothing is left to chance so each frame is 
carefully selected to move the story forward. It is important that you can recognise 
key camera shots in the texts you are studying in order to understand and analyse how 
the director has constructed meaning. You should familiarise yourself with the correct 
technical terminology so that you can build a vocabulary for discussing your text with 
clarity and insight.

In this section you will be introduced to a number of camera shots – there are many 
more (see the Digital Zone for a full list). The best way to familiarise yourself with them 
is to try and recognise as many as you can, as often as you can, in as many different 
genres as possible.

We can categorise camera work as follows:

• Framing or length of shot in relation to subject, for example: close-up or long shot.

• Camera movement, such as pan or track.

• Camera angle, for example: high or low angle.

Framing

Establishing shot or extreme long shot – Used to set the scene for the 
audience. There is usually very little detail in this type of shot, rather it gives a 
quick impression of location.

Long shot – Much closer to the subject than the establishing shot. As a general 
rule of thumb this would frame characters as full length and can still include 
plenty of background.

Medium shot – Usually frames a character from the waist up. Often used for 
dialogue scenes.

Close-up – This shot will show very little background and usually focuses 
on the face or a specific object in detail. The shot is highlighting the 
importance of something (or somebody) to the audience and often shows 
us character emotions.

Extreme close-up – As the name suggests, this frame closes in to reveal 
a shot which is generally magnified.

Camera Movement

Dolly Shots – A dolly shot moves smoothly towards, away or alongside 
the subject without zooming in. A dolly (a cart which travels on tracks to 
create this effect) is a very expensive piece of equipment, although many 
filmmakers on a low or no budget film have made their own improvised 
dolly carts.

Pan – In a panning shot the camera is secured to a central point, for example a tripod, 
and scans round in a smooth sweeping motion.

Tilt – As above only at an angle.

Handheld – Used for many different effects, but often an unsteady camera can create a 
sense of realism as it is closer to the way we see the world. 

Point of View Shots – Commonly used for a number of effects, they give you a 
character’s perspective so we see what they see. 

Visit the Digital Zone at 
www.brightredbooks.net for 
a full list of camera shots.

Camera work is a technical code and so falls under the heading of key aspects. However, 
this section will also become a useful frame of reference if you decide to make a moving 
image text for the Creating Media Content part of your course. Expose yourself to as 
many different examples of camera work as you can – be inspired and experiment as 
much as possible to create your own individual style of filming. 

As with all of the content-based key aspects, you must avoid studying them in isolation, 
but instead always try to both combine them and link them to the other content-based 
key aspects – institution and audience. Does an audience expect certain camera 
shots typical of the genre they are watching? Were their expectations met? Do certain 
directors have a recognisable or expected style? Have institutional constraints, such as 
limitations on, or the availability of technology, had an impact on the finished product?

Research a well known film or TV director and see if you can identify any similarities  
between several examples of their works. What were the institutional constraints placed 
upon the production and what effect did they have on the final production. How did the 
target audience affect the content of the production?

Once you are relatively familiar with this lesson on camera work, you can storyboard 
your own film.

If you are stuck for ideas, pick a stimulus from one of the following themes: freedom, 
poverty, pressure, success or isolation. You could alternatively think of a novel, play or 
poem you know well and try to create a scene from the text by creating a storyboard. Be 
creative, adaptations often only capture the main ideas (or themes) of the original story. 
For this mini-film you should try to use around 10 carefully selected shots, without 
dialogue. If time allows, you can shoot your story, play it to the rest of the class and see 
if they can guess what your theme was. This is also useful for evaluating the process 
prior to working on your unit assessment and final assignment. 

Test yourself on 
camera work at  
www.brightredbooks.net

Camera Angles

Birds Eye View – Shows a scene from overhead, which can distort everyday objects and 
make them appear unrecognisable. Can also give an overview of a scene.

High Angle – The camera is raised above the action, making the subject 
look smaller or less important. Usually taken from specialist equipment 
called a crane.

Eye Level – Often used to appear as if the camera were a character 
observing a scene.

Low Angle – The camera is positioned well below the eye-line of the 
character or object, making the character or object appear larger than 
life and often quite intimidating. This is often used as a trick to make 
smaller actors look bigger! A more extreme angle can remove much of 
the background detail, for example revealing sky if outside. This can 
be quite surreal for the audience.

Canted angle – A tilted camera can suggest an instability or 
uncertainty in a character.

 ACTIVITY
Watch the clip at www.brightredbooks.net. Stop the film at as many points as you can.

1 Try to describe the type of shot in terms of camera framing, movement and angles.

2 Explain the reason you think the director chose that particular shot. In other words, 
answer this question – what is the effect?

Watch the clip for 
this activity at  
www.brightredbooks.net

You can download a 
template from  
www.brightredbooks.net 
to help you and also use it 
to analyse key scenes from 
texts you are studying.

Follow the link at  
www.brightredbooks.net 
for an example of a real 
storyboard from the film 
Batman Returns.
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OVERVIEW
Not all stories are as original as you think! When we are analysing a text it is 
useful to be able to recognise certain patterns hidden within the narrative. 
A recognisable structure helps us to make sense of the order of the information 
presented, and helps us identify key scenes or turning points in the plot.

At N5 level, it is expected that you will to be able to use a number of different 
approaches to help you analyse complex media content in a sophisticated and 
thorough manner. Remember that you need this skill for both parts of the course. 
Once you have had a go at analysing texts and can begin to recognise structures, 
you will then be in a better position to apply these structures to your own media 
content. This section applies, on the whole, to moving image texts.

 ACTIVITY
With a partner, take a moment to discuss the difference between a story and a narrative.

TODOROV
The narrative can often follow a pattern identified by Bulgarian philosopher, 
Tzvetan Todorov.

In a nutshell, Todorov recognised that film narrative exists as a process of cause and 
effect (a bit like our own lives) and categorised the stages as follows:

Equilibrium Normality. Everything is calm. “Once upon a time in a land far away…”

Disruption An interruption of that normality by a character or event.

Recognition That disruption has taken place.

Repair An attempt to repair the disruption.

New Equilibrium A resolution and return to a new normality.

 ACTIVITY
In order to help familiarise yourself with Todorov’s narrative theory, study the example 
below, then try it out on a simple story that you a familiar with.

Equilibrium Disruption Recognition Repair New Equilibrium

Little Red Riding Hood sets 
off to see her Grandma. 
 

Big Bad Wolf stalks her 
through woods. 
 

Notices Grandma looks very 
strange. 
 

Hunter rescues Little Red 
Riding Hood and cuts open 
wolf to reveal an unharmed 
Grandma.

Everything goes back to 
normal and they all lived… 
 

IDENTIFYING CHARACTER TYPE
Russian critic Vladimir Propp (1985–1970) identified a number of character roles 
common to most storylines, they are as follows:

Hero Reacts to the donor and wins the princess.

Princess (and often her father) The hero deserves her but she is often also sought after by the villain. 
Often marries the hero at the end of the story.

Villain Struggles against the hero.

Donor or mentor Prepares the hero or gives him some magical object.

Helper Helps the hero in his quest.

False Hero Takes credit for the heroes action and tries to win the princess.

Dispatcher Sends hero off on his journey.

In Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets, the characters fit quite well into 
Propp’s theory:

The Villain – Lord Voldmort
The Hero – Harry Potter
The Donor – The Phoenix who provides tools such as a ‘sorting hat’
The Helper – Ron Weasley or Hermione Granger
The Princess – Ginny Weasley  (and her father, Arthur Weasley, and Dumbledore, 

who acts as a father figure)
The Dispatcher – Moaning Myrtle, helps show Harry the way
The False Hero – Professor Gilderoy Lockhart

Not all texts have all characters and some will double up and fit into more than 
one category. Directors or institutions love to subvert the narrative (change our 
expectations of characters or plot): it keeps us watching.

Now try to list as many character types from films or stories you know well.

Head to  
www.brightredbooks.net to 
test yourself on narrative.

Remember you can do this to 
make your own stories more 
interesting.

If you are planning your 
own short film or trailer 
etc, consider planning your 
characters using Propp’s 
theory. Remember that this 
will satisfy the audience 
as they will recognise the 
narrative structure to one 
that is familiar to them. 
They expect it! 

Remember, in media studies, 
you have think about 
narrative not in isolation, 
but consider the effect it has 
on context: both audience 
and institution.

Recognising Narrative Structure

It is harder to recognise this structure in a longer text. Not all films have linear 
narratives, meaning they are not always presented in the order in which they happen. 
Some stories use flashbacks (perhaps to reveal back-story), subplots (to create a 
more complex story), or different viewpoints (which place the audience with a certain 
character giving them an insight into their world).

 ACTIVITY
Can you think of examples of films that use these techniques? What was the purpose of 
using that particular narrative structure? Consider how you could have told the same 
story differently.

Sometimes switching between different characters can create fear and suspense in the 
audience as they know what is going to happen next, whereas the character doesn’t. 
All of this can make it tricky to identify the different stages of narrative. It may help 
to first jot down the most important points of the main storyline on separate post-it 
notes, then try grouping them into the five stages. It is not an exact science so don’t lose 
heart if it takes a while to get the hang of it. Get into the habit of filling in the template 
provided as you watch new films/TV programmes or advertisements.

Watch the clip at  
www.brightredbooks.net 
 for a less predictable 
example of new equilibrium!

Tzvetan Todorov

For practice, download 
the worksheet at  
www.brightredbooks.net and 
use it for any texts that you 
are studying.


